ASSIGNMENT 2: AFRICAN PROVERBS

1. (U: A crescent moon on a partly cloudy night.)

2. MS: The men aren't trying to find the moon. One has a telescope. Both look frustrated.

3. A small child walks behind the men. He proceeds to prod the front of the telescope in the back of the leg.

4. Both men watch him, see the kid, and start laughing.

5. Pull back: Big caravan points and laughs at boy who just stares.

6. Big caravan reaches behind his back.

7. The big caravan pulls out a ruler, distantly to demonstrate just how short the kid is.

8. (C/U: The little boy points up and in wonder.)

9. (C/U: The head caravan's head swivels upward to follow the boy's gaze.)
10
Reveal: We see that the little boy has found the moon. Everyone stands in awe.

11
Carynn pats her on head twice.